search language

Bing.com

Default boolean operator: AND. Max: 150 characters. Grouping significant, brackets obliged.
Stopwords with ''+'' . Case insensitive. Truncation automatic.
Editted: 5jan2015

quick reference sheet
boolean
AND

AND | & | [space]

Returns all sets or concepts

p AND q
p&q
pq

OR

OR

Selects either or all sets or concepts

p OR q
p|q

NOT

NOT | -

excludes a set or concept

p -q
p NOT q

Adjacency

""

Terms next to each other in that order. Wildcard allowed, one asterisk
one word

"chemical weapons"

Proximity

near:X

Terms next to each other in any order. X=integer

"chemical weapons"

Country

loc: | location:

Returns results from the specified country

location:DE
berlin location:DE -site:DE

Language

language:

Returns results limited by language indicated. See the Coding list for
codings.

language:de

Title

intitle:

Returns results with the specified term in the title

intitle:waterloo

Contains

contains:[type]

Returns results holding files of type [type]

battle of waterloo contains:pdf

RSS feed

feed:

Returns RSS feeds holding the specified search term

battle of waterloo contains:pdf

RSS feed

hasfeed:

Returns results that have RSS or ATOM feeds

battle of waterloo contains:pdf

Format

ext:[filetype]

Returns results of type [filetype] only.

waterloo ext:ppt

Anchor

inanchor:

Returns documents with the specified term in the anchor

waterloo inanchor:dutch

Body

inbody:

Returns results with the terms in the body of the document

inbody:conflict

IP

ip:

Returns results hosted at the specified IPv4 address

ip:158.50.210.40

Domain

site:

Returns results from the specified domain or top level domain only.
Including directories two levels deep

site:reuser.biz
site:reuser.biz/secret/maindocuments/

Index

url:

Checks if the website specified is in Bing's index

url:www.opensourceintelligence.eu

Change the order of terms to put the most significant one first to give
that term more weight.

china sudan
sudan china

prefer:

Puts more weight on the specified term

china prefer:sudan

Weather

weather [city]

Returns the weather for the specified city

weather amsterdam

Converter

[unit] in [unit]

Converts one unit to another: lengths, weights, numbers, etc.

100 kilo to lbs
55 euro to gbp

Time

time [city]

Returns the current time in the indicated city

time amsterdam

word logic

meta data

weighted term logic
Order
Preference

shortcuts
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